The effect of image enhancement methods on the final result of image analysis workflows is often left out of discussions in scientific papers. In fact, before reaching a definitive enhancement workflow and its settings, there often is a great amount of pre-testing and parameter tweaking. In this work, we take the biofilament tracing problem and propose a systematic approach to testing and evaluating major image enhancement methods that are applied prior to execution of six filament tracing methods (APP, APP2, FarSIGHT Snake, NeuronStudio, Neutube and Rivulet2). We used a full factorial design of experiments to analyse five enhancement methods (deconvolution, background subtraction, pixel intensity normalization, Frangi vessel enhance-1
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Email: leandro.a.scholz@gmail.com ABSTRACT: The effect of image enhancement methods on the final result of image analysis workflows is often left out of discussions in scientific papers. In fact, before reaching a definitive enhancement workflow and its settings, there often is a great amount of pre-testing and parameter tweaking. In this work, we take the biofilament tracing problem and propose a systematic approach to testing and evaluating major image enhancement methods that are applied prior to execution of six filament tracing methods (APP, APP2, FarSIGHT Snake, NeuronStudio, Neutube and Rivulet2). We used a full factorial design of experiments to analyse five enhancement methods (deconvolution, background subtraction, pixel intensity normalization, Frangi vessel enhance-1 ment and smoothing) and the order in which they are applied, evaluating their effect on the signal-to-noise ratio, structural similarity index and geometric tracing scores of 3D images of a fungal mycelium and a synthetic neuronal tree. Our approach proved valuable as a tool to support the choice of enhancement and filament tracing workflow. For example, the use of deconvolution followed by median filtering gives the best geometric tracing scores if Neutube is used in the image of the fungal mycelium. Also, we show that FarSIGHT Snake and Neutube are the most robust filament tracing methods to changes in image quality. In addition, we reinforce the importance of extensive testing of new filament tracing methods against a broad range of image qualities and filament characteristics. Do not apply median filter Apply median filter with kernel 3 pixels 1 The PSF was calculated using PSF Generator plugin 25 , while deconvolution was done with DeconvolutionLab2 26 .
2 Background subtraction was performed using the rolling ball radius algorithm 27 implementation 30 in ImageJ.
3 The built-in function Enhance contrast of ImageJ was used to perform this operation. 4 The images enhanced by Frangi were obtained by using the imglib2 plugin implementation in Fiji. 5 The built-in ImageJ function Filters, 'Median' was used.
quantitatively through the computation of scores (see section 2.6) and qualitatively through the visualization of the 116 tracings. The best tracing method was selected based on two criteria: first, the score value should be one of the 117 highest among the tested methods. Second, the connectivity of the tracing should be as accurate as possible when 118 compared visually to the raw images of the mycelium.
119
F I G U R E 1 Schematic representation of the result of a filament tracing method. The nodes and edges of the tracing result should overlap with the position of the real filament. A small region with nodes (1,2 and 3) and edges (e1 and e2) is identified and shows an example output of the swc file format as a list of nodes that provide the node identification (id), its position in the image (x , y and z coordinates), its radius (in pixels) and the parent node, which defines the edges between the nodes.
| Computation of the scores 120
Based on the ground truth annotations and the results of each tracing method, four different scores were computed 121 to help evaluate the quality of the tracings: recall (or True Positive Rate), precision (or Positive Predictive Value), the 122 F1-score and the Jaccard similarity coefficient, JSC (Figure 2 ). Single-particle tracking scores were used due to the 123 difficulty in generating complete manual tracings of our images (the hyphae in the image were densely packed in some 124 regions and the quality of the images made manual tracing too difficult).
125
The effects of the factors and their interactions on the F1-score were also evaluated. The result of the factorial design is an adjusted linear model that describes the value of the outcomes as a function of each factor and their 127 interactions (combinations):
where S is an outcome (F1-score), X 1 , X 2 . . . X 5 are the coded factor levels (-1 and 1) and β 0 , β 1 . . . β 32 are the coeffi-F I G U R E 2 Venn diagram that shows how the four scores are calculated. A comprises the annotated points in the images of the x z plane and T is the point dataset of the traced images with their x,y,z coordinates. Recall is calculated by the number of matched points divided by the number of untraced plus the matched points. Precision is given by the number of matched points divided by the number of traces of non-existing filaments plus the matched points. The F1-score is calculated as the harmonic mean of the recall and precision. Finally, the JSC is calculated by the famous intersection over union calculation, which is the matched points divided by the total number of points of the tracings and annotated points. for each method. With respect to recall, the worst performing tracing methods were APP2, APP and Rivulet2. When
174
APP2 was applied to images that had been enhanced without using Frangi vessel enhancement, the recall values were 175 higher. On the other hand, when APP2 was applied to images that had been enhanced using Frangi vessel enhance- was much lower than the standard deviation of the recall values.
197
Although it is valuable to analyse precision and recall results alone, it is also important that the tracing method 198 chosen gives high values for both precision and recall. Therefore, the F1-score and JSC are better measures of overall 199 performance of the tracing methods, since they are calculated using both precision and recall values. Figure 5 shows 200 the F1-score and JSC for the best performing methods. The F1-score and JSC results are almost equivalent for evalu-201 ating the performance, so we focus on F1-score in the analysis that follows. APP2 was the tracing method that gave 202 the broadest range of F1 values and also had the most uniform distribution through its range (note that the violin 203 plot for APP2 does not show a clear peak, such as is visible in the violin plot for FarSIGHT Snake). This shows that 204 APP2 was the method that was most sensitive to changes in the image enhancement methods used. However, some 205 of its scores were higher than those of FarSIGHT snake, especially those scores for tests that did not include Frangi 206 vessel enhancement and median filtering (See Supplementary Material, Table S1 .2). Conversely, FarSIGHT Snake was 207 the tracing method that was least sensitive to changes in the image enhancement methods used. This is indicated by the relatively small range of F1-values (minimum of 0.49 and maximum of 0.575) and the standard deviation of 209 0.022%. In the end, Neutube was the best performing tracing method when the F1-score was the criterion: in two 210 runs with different parameters, it obtained mean F1-score values of 0.685 and 0.674 and standard deviations of 0.097 211 and 0.094%. The highest F1-score (0.765) was achieved with Neutube-1 in test 18, in which enhancement operations ). This confirms that the F1-score is well suited for evaluating the results.
227
The final outcome of the factorial design is the set of coefficients of the effects, on the F1-score, of the factors 228 alone and in combinations. Figure 7 shows a chord graph, which represents the coefficients as chords, with the 229 chord width corresponding to the value of the coefficient. In other words, the chord graph shows the magnitude of In order to provide more insights into the analysis of the image enhancement methods and tracing results, we used the 248 same study procedure to test a 3D image generated synthetically. However, the synthetic image has several features 249 that distinguish it from the image of the fungal mycelium. First, the filaments are not of uniform diameter, rather 250 filaments near the central point from which all the filaments spread have a larger diameter, while filaments that are 251 more distant from the origin have smaller diameters; in some cases, the diameter is reduced almost to the limit of 252 resolution of the image (2 pixels). Second, the intensities of the pixels composing the filaments are higher than those The synthetic image was convolved using a synthetic PSF and then noise was added, so that its quality would 257 resemble that of a real image (see Section 2.7). In spite of the differences in the features of the two tested images, the results for SNR, SSIM, recall and precision for the synthetic image ( Figure 8 ) were similar to those previously obtained SIGHT Snake results also showed a positive synergic effect between factors: the use of Frangi vessel enhancement 285 and median filtering increased the recall value, which did not happen in the case of the image of the fungal mycelium.
286
The results for the precision of the tracing methods show distinct patterns for the synthetic image. Even though 287 the results are different in comparison with those obtained for the fungal mycelium, Rivulet2 was still the tracing 288 method that gave the lowest precision values, with an average precision of 0.463. However, the difference among The present work makes three main contributions: First, it shows that the factorial design approach is also useful to 341 help understand the strengths and limitations of filament tracing methods, since the many enhancement operations 342 provided a wide range of images with different qualities and features. Second, it shows that factorial designs can help 343 researchers to evaluate the effect of image enhancement methods and choose those that fit best with their dataset.
344
Finally, the results of this work reaffirm the importance of benchmarking filament tracing methods. In the following 345 sections, each of the contributions will be discussed in depth. Our work gives insights into the strengths of the tracing methods and allows us to assess whether the limitations that shares the same sensitivity to low contrast images as APP and fails to detect the entire filaments when they are dim.
FarSIGHT Snake 14;15 , which was the most robust method tested in this work, has advantages due to two main DIADEM 22 or the NetMets 44 to enable a more detailed and definitive evaluation of the tracing methods based not 435 solely on the geometrical accuracy and precision of the tracing results but also on the connectivity. three times, if the starting factor levels were well selected.
481
Factorial designs can be used for screening or optimization 37 . In a screening design, it is common to have many 482 factors (e.g. five or more factors in an image analysis study) to be tested and the aim is to detect the most relevant factors so that they can be further studied, but without performing too many experiments, due to time or cost con-methods 40 , but these metrics were never used in the present context. Given spatial tolerances in the x, y and z 509 coordinates, these values can be easily computed. The F1-score and the JSC were chosen because obtaining an 510 accurate ground truth of the filamentous network of the fungal mycelium was made impossible by the poor quality 511 of the image in some regions: for example, images with blurred filaments in z stacks farther away from the detector 512 (that is, deeper within the sample, say, z > 50) and the existence of regions of densely packed filaments. Thus, we 513 used the alternative approach of defining a point set ground truth in order to evaluate the accuracy of the geometric 514 segmentation. We implemented the score computations both in Matlab R and Python and they are made available 515 through public code repositories.
516
SNR is used to measure the degree of noise in an image. In our enhancement tests, we observed that some 517 combinations of enhancement methods gave images of poorer quality (lower SNR) compared to the deconvolved 518 image (Test 2). However, there were images with low SNR which did not show particular changes in noise levels due to 519 the enhancement operations in relation to the deconvolved image, but had changes in the structural information in the 520 image (for example connected filaments appeared disconnected). Thus, we also included the SSIM in our calculations, 521 thereby evaluating changes in quality in more detail, not only with a quality parameter based on noise. In addition, we 522 noted a counterintuitive case when either the SNR or SSIM are compared with the F1-score or other tracing scores (e.g.
523
recall and precision): An increase in the SNR or SSIM of an enhanced image does not necessarily result in higher F1-524 scores, that is, we did not see any strong correlation between the SNR and the F1-score (see Supplementary Material 525 Figures S1.5-8). This is interesting because, in image analysis, there is a common sense idea that, after an image is 526 enhanced, it would more likely facilitate further segmentation steps and improve results. Our tests did not confirm this 527 idea. However, we saw weak correlations between SSIM and the F1-score for some of the tracing methods, which 528 shows that structural changes (disappearance of filament features, for example) in the image relate more easily to 529 lower F1-score values compared to the SNR, even though such correlation is still weak. As a consequence, the use of 530 only the SNR and SSIM to select enhancement methods is misleading. For example, for the fungal image, the highest 531 F1-score achieved was obtained in test 18, whose SNR or SSIM values are not the highest, even though they are the 532 third highest. Therefore, it is advisable to select enhancement methods with a complete image analysis workflow and 533 based on geometric accuracy scores (e.g. F1 and JSC) instead of using only image quality parameters (SNR and SSIM).
image is not enhanced. about NeuronStudio tested only one image, although it was stated that it was being used in other publications 18 the analysis could lead to sub-optimal results. Thus, our work gives readers an insight into the potential of the use 597 of factorial designs in image analysis. We also identified opportunities for future extension of this work in order 598 to explore factorial designs further and to improve the benchmarking of filament tracing methods. With respect to 599 factorial designs, we suggest the use of a screening study followed by an optimization with other types of factorial 600 designs, for example, the Plackett-Burman and central composite designs for screening and optimization, respectively.
601
Our results also show the importance of testing filament tracing workflows not only with images of different 602 modalities, different noise and artefact levels but also with a broad range of filament characteristics (e.g. images 603 densely populated with filaments or containing different sized filaments). If future filament tracing methods are more 604 exhaustively tested from their conception, we believe their applicability, strengths and weaknesses may be discussed 605 more openly and this will ensure that they are implemented and used by scientific community. Furthermore, we (e-f) tracing result overlays of methods APP 2 test 30 and Neutube test 30, which yield low recall and high precision values and (g-h) the two best performing methods with respect to F1-score, Neutube (test 18) and NeuronStudio (test 23). Recall and precision values are provided for each tracing results within parentheses as: (recall / precision). Views were acquired with Vaa3D 3D viewer 35 . F I G U R E 7 Chord graph representing the coefficients of the effects of the factors, alone and combined, on the F1 score for the tests with (a) the fungal mycelium image and (b) the synthetic image. In each graph, the tracing methods are represented by the lower arcs, the lengths of which are equivalent to the sum of the moduli of the coefficients. Thus, the length of the arc gives an idea of the spread of the F1-score values throughout the 32 tests. The model equation shown above the chord graph shows how the F1-score is modelled as a function of the factors and its combinations. The factors X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 5 and their combinations are represented as arcs in the upper region of the chord graph. The lengths of these arcs are equivalent to the sums of the moduli of the coefficients of each method with respect to the factor. The length of the arc of the factor is proportional to the overall effect of the factor on all tracing methods. The coefficients that multiply each factor β 0 , β 1 . . . β 32 are represented as links between a method and a certain factor and are depicted in two different colour tones: an opaque colour and a transparent colour (see legend). The opaque colour represents a positive value of the coefficient (i.e. a positive effect on the F1-score), whereas the transparent colour represents a negative value of the coefficient (i.e. a negative effect on the F1-score). Raw data in the form of a table is available in the Supplementary Material Table S1.1 and S1.2. Chord graphs generated with the circlize R library 36 .
F I G U R E 8 SNR, SSIM, recall and precision results of each test of the factorial design performed on the synthetic image with the order of enhancement operations Deconv/BS/Norm/Fra/Med. F I G U R E 9 (a) Maximum intensity projection view of the synthetic image and ball-and-stick models of the best tracing results (b) NeuronStudio (test 2), (c) FarSIGHT Snake (test 3) and (d) Neutube (test 5). Red nodes correspond to body nodes, yellow nodes to end-points, green nodes to branch points and blue to seeds. The arrows show situations in which the tracing method gave incorrect topology. Yellow arrows indicate node segments that should have been connected but were not detected, whereas the green arrow shows a branch point that does not exist in the ground truth. Views were obtained with Neutube 19
